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Black Jesus Amen Fashion
Lady Gaga

Here are the chords for my 2nd favorite song on the album (My first is Hair).
There is
no capo.

Em then C and repeat until verse. I`m going to assume you know the timings for
the chord
switches in this song.
The riff (If you want it) is
e---------------------------|
B---------------------------|
G---------------------------|
D----2p0---0----------------|
A--------2------2p0---0-----|
E-------------------3-------|

Em                   C
(Instrument intro)   Black black black...
Black black black... Black black black...

Em
(Jesus is the new black) And then repeat intro chords til verse.

Verse
E            D                    A             G         A
I grew up in New York City, since I was born on Broadway, baby!

E                         D          A                       G        A
Moved downtown when I was just 19,to start a new life on the New York scene.

E                      D           A
G             (riff or A)
There s no way I could be stopped, Was taken my best shot,I have better plans.

E                    D                      A
G            (riff or A)
There no way I could be stopped,Was coming for your spot.I m in a battle, man.

Chourus

Em
Amen, on the runway,
Dress in its best.
Amen fashion, on the runway,
Work it! Black Jesus.
Amen, on the runway,
Dress in its best.



Amen fashion, on the runway,
Work it! Black Jesus.

Now there`s a small part you can figure out by your self or just play an Em
chord for 4 beats.
Use the same pattern from the last chorus & verse for the next verse & chorus.

Verse 2

Dancing in my revalation,on a ground pop civilization.
Concrete poetry to feed my mind mood,symbolism was left behind.
There s no way I could be stopped, Was taken my best shot,I have better plans.
There no way I could be stopped,Was coming for your spot.I m in a battle, man.

Chorus 2
Amen, on the runway,
Dress in its best.
Amen fashion, on the runway,
Work it! Black Jesus.
Amen, on the runway,
Dress in its best.
Amen fashion, on the runway,
Work it! Black Jesus.

Use the Em to C repeat from the start of the song now.

Interlude

Put it on,Amen fashion.
Celebrate (ooh ooh) a new compassion.

Put it on,Amen fashion.
Celebrate (ooh ooh) style your passion.

Put it on,Amen fashion.
Celebrate (ooh ooh) a new compassion.

Put it on,Amen fashion.
Celebrate (ooh ooh) a new compassion.

Em
Black Jesus
Black Jesus
Black Jesus
Jesus is the new black ow!

Chorus (Em)

Amen, on the runway,
Dress in its best.
Amen fashion, on the runway,
Work it! Black Jesus.



Amen, on the runway,
Dress in its best.
Amen fashion, on the runway,
Work it! Black Jesus.
Amen, on the runway,
Dress in its best.
Amen fashion, on the runway,
Work it! Black Jesus.
Amen, on the runway,
Dress in its best.
Amen fashion, on the runway,
Work it! Black Jesus.


